
Rating risk—at a glance 

To avoid costly losses and repurchases, every company involved in mortgage 
lending must get a firm grip on risk. Enter LoanSafe 2.0, a Web-based loan 
evaluation tool that rates overall lending risk using unparalleled analytics backed 
by the nation’s largest database of loan and homeownership information. 
LoanSafe 2.0 is quick, effective, and easy to use, providing users with colorful 
at-a-glance graphic risk indicators and straightforward alerts with explanations 
and action steps customized to your internal policies.

Features

A highly sophisticated risk model that zeros in on performance risk, quickly  ›
identifying early payment-default and loss-severity risk. 

Displays alerts on an intuitive dashboard that shows the alert type and  ›
severity for each issue uncovered 

Recommends action steps for each alert based on your business rules  ›
and policies

Hotlinks alerts directly to the report section for easy review  ›

Provides income prescreen to quickly spot potential misrepresentations ›

Rates brokers according to their lending history ›

Simplifies setup, maintenance and updates through Web hosting  ›

Enables quick but thorough portfolio analysis through batch or XML uploads ›

Unparalleled Analytics

LoanSafe 2.0 analyzes borrower, collateral and lender-
based characteristics to determine the soundness of 
each loan. The proprietary risk management engine 
evaluates numerous elements, including multiple 
relationships and comparisons between key collateral 
metrics such as subject characteristics, pricing and 
appraisal attributes, and geographic conditions. In 
addition, LoanSafe 2.0 references foreclosure and 
volatility models, as well as other performance studies 
to incorporate the most accurate data possible—all 
while maintaining low false-positive rates. 

LOANSAFE® 2.0

Combat Fraud with LoanSafe 2.0

Reports potential owner-occupancy  ›
issues 

Reveals overvaluation and appraisal  ›
fraud 

Validates identity and income/ ›
employment information

Exposes undisclosed debt ›

Identifies multiple loan submissions  ›
and closings

AGENT BORROWER

COLLATERAL

The ABCs of fraud detection, LoanSafe® examines the three key 
elements in any loan transaction: Agent, Borrower & Collateral.
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Unmatched Data

First American CoreLogic maintains and continually updates the nation’s largest property database to ensure LoanSafe 2.0 uses the 
most current and comprehensive data available: 

More than 140 million properties, covering 99 percent of the U.S. population ›

More than 100 million active loans and 50 million loan applications ›

Largest database of third-party agents and brokers ›

Easy to Use

Ensures adoption by presenting risk levels in vibrant colors with corresponding  ›
numerical scores from 0 to 25

Explains alerts in direct, easy-to-grasp language  ›

Presents action steps next to each alert  ›

Hotlinks alerts to corresponding report section for quick drill downs ›

Allows users to key in minimal loan information or upload through XML or batch  ›
processing 

As a hosted solution, LoanSafe 2.0 is continuously refined to include improved analytics and updated to respond to market 
conditions and needs. LoanSafe 2.0 draws on the nation’s largest and most current property database to ensure loans are 
checked against the very best data available. Analytic modeling and database integrity that deliver accurate results—combined 
with the easy-to-use interface and straightforward action steps—ensure each loan is fully verified before funding to protect against 
losses and future buybacks.

First American CoreLogic, a member of The First American Corporation (NYSE:FAF) family of companies, is the largest provider of real estate, property and ownership 
data and advanced analytics for information on foreclosures, delinquencies, median home prices, home price indices, home valuations, sales activity and mortgage loan 
originations. The market-specific data covers 7,575 ZIP codes, 958 Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSA) and 3,050 counties located in all 50 states and the District of 
Columbia. This data represents 99 percent of the United States population, 140 million (97 percent) of all properties, more than 50 million active mortgages and $2 trillion 
in loan-level, non-agency mortgage securities. First American CoreLogic’s products and services enable customers to better manage mortgage risk, protect against fraud, 
acquire and retain customers, manage credit risk, mitigate loss, decrease mortgage transaction cycle time, more accurately value properties and determine real estate 
trends and market performance.  More information about First American CoreLogic can be found at www.facorelogic.com.

To learn more about LoanSafe 2.0, call 866.774.3282 or visit facorelogic.com today.


